
Call for Chapter Contributions: 

Book Title: Themes Talking Western Philosophy in Volumes 

Series Editor: Professor Lawrence Ogbo Ugwuanyi 

Aim of the Book : To locate and discuss  some philosophers of western tradition that would 

normally occupy spaces in curriculum of studies in the west and beyond and present a study 

of their ideas in a manner that can be very informative and valuable to undergraduates of 

philosophy. 

Method: First State the central problems that the philosopher in question set out to solve and 

how or whether it emanates from an existing tradition before the philosopher. Secondly, state 

the books and writings through which the philosopher  attempted to address the problems and 

Summarise/Review of the books or salient aspects of the writings of the philosopher that 

addressed the problem with an updated account of criticisms and scholarship on them. 

Thirdly, provide a critical study of the ideas of the philosopher and how or whether the 

attempted problems have been solved or whether it persists in philosophy. Finally state the 

universal benefit of engaging these ideas and any gain it may have for an African student of 

philosophy and what the student would lose by not engaging these ideas. 

Reference Style:  Latest MLA version.  Volume 6000- 8000 words. 

Volume One- Cogent Discourse on Ancient pre-Socratic Philosophy-Egyptian 

Philosophers,Thales,Anaxiamnder,Anaximenes;Heraclitus,Empedocles,Axagoras,Pythagoras,

Parmenides 

Volume Two-Cogent Discourse on the Greet Three Ancient Western Philosophers-

Socrates, Plato and Aristotle 

Volume Three-Cogent Discourse On Western Medieval Philosophers-Thomas Aquinas, St. 

Augustine, Boethius,etc  

Volume Four –Cogent Discourse on Western Renaissance Philosophers-Francis Bacon, 

Nicholas Malebranche,etc 

Volume Five-Cogent Discourse on  Early Modern Western Philosophers-Renes Descartes, 

Baruch Spinoza, Leibniz, David Hume, Thomas Hoboes and John Locke, 

Volume Six-Cogent Discourse on Late Modern Western Philosophers-Kant, Hegel, 

Marx,Mills,Nietzsche. 

Volume Seven-Cogent Discourse on Existentialism and Phenomenology-Kierkegaard, 

Edmund Husserl, Martin Heidegger, Jean-Paul Sartre, Albert Camus. 

Contributors should provide a 500 word abstract addressed to  

lawrenceogbougwuanyi@Gmail.com or oatconference@gmail.com on or before  May 30, 

2020.Full chapter to be ready by  July 30,2020. 
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